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ABSTRACT 

This paper deals with the key roles played by the teacher in the new digital era. Their role in the 21
st
 

century has become multifaceted as they are not just teachers but facilitators of knowledge. This 

paper looks at the changing roles of a teacher from three perspectives. First is the way the teachers 

have to blend the changing technology into the teaching system without disturbing the value and 

depth of the Indian culture. Second is the change in the classroom teaching and lastly the role of 

teacher educators in facilitating the future teachers and equipping them with proper technical as well 

as content knowledge so as to enable them to nurture the future generation with the sensitivity to deal 

with the digital revolution while upholding our traditional values. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Some fifty years ago, the technocrats of those times organised an exhibition in the World Fair of New 

York – dedicating it to “man’s achievements on a shrinking globe in an expanding universe”. The 

celebrated Science fiction writer, Issac Asimov, visited this exhibition. Highly excited he wrote an 

article about how the world would be 50 years on; in 2014. He wrote, “Communication will become 

sight – sound and you will see as you will hear the person on the telephone. The screen (of the phone) 

can be used not only to see the people you call but also for studying documents and photographs and 

reading passages from the books”. In the age of smart phones, Skype, eBooks etc.., it all looks so 

prophetic! He could foresee all of these. Change they say is the only constant. Today the teachers 

have to observe this change, its impact and also determine how they themselves can contribute to the 

change. In a fiercely competitive world, education has no relevance if it does not prepare young 
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people to compete with the best, acquire life skills and be mentally prepared to learn and acquire 

knowledge and new skills as these are the essential requirements of the century, which is the century 

of change. Teachers must impart quality education and also ensure a comprehensive personality 

development that would equip the students to face the emerging challenges on one hand and make 

creative and innovative contributions on the other. This paper deals with these challenges on 3 levels: 

1. Blending technology with existing Indian teaching system 

2. Technology outside classrooms and online classes 

3. Role of teacher educators in facilitating the future teachers 

BLENDING TECHNOLOGY WITH EXISTING INDIAN TEACHING SYSTEM 

There is a global concern that our educational systems are obsolete and failing to promote the 

necessary skills that can adequately prepare our children for the future. The earlier generations drive 

to study was robustly rooted in conscientiousness. The new generations have different motivational 

profiles: in their lives interest, emotions, and engagement matter much more. Teachers' role in the 21 

st century has become more complex in the present changing world; here knowledge is almost 

unlimited. Teachers are expected to become technologically oriented and responsible not only for 

their teaching but also for their students' learning. They have to cater for particular needs of 

individual students in heterogeneous classes, and create a student-centered learning environment 

which endeavors for excellence, and offers opportunities for enquiry and dynamic learning. Teachers 

need to meet the standards of the curriculum while enhancing students' creativity, curiosity and 

motivation. They need to ensure a safe ambience in their classrooms and maintain relationships with 

students, parents and staff.  

However, the question of how to push in technological changes in education without posing a 

risk to human values remains unresolved. Higher education institutions face a number of 

opportunities and challenges as the result of the digital revolution. In the new digital and knowledge 

society in the 21st century, education is facing great challenges from traditional ways of learning 

towards innovative ways of learning. It also raises great demands for the transformation of teacher 

roles from the traditional knowledge transmitter to a new set of roles such as facilitator and 

coordinator. This transformation requires that teachers can face their new tasks in a more flexible 

way and be prepared for their new roles. The role of teachers has changed and continues to change 
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from being an instructor to becoming a constructor, facilitator, coach, and creator of learning 

environments. Today teachers are required to be facilitators helping learners to make judgements 

about the quality and validity of new sources and knowledge, be open-minded and critical 

independent professionals, be active cooperators, collaborators, and mediators between learners and 

what they need to know, and providers to scaffold understanding. The world has become more 

complicated, competitive and intertwined. In order for individuals to survive and thrive in the era of 

globalization and digitalization, people should equip with problem-solving skills, creative mindset 

and information literacy. Conventional teaching is not able to educate adequate citizen to live in the 

21st century. Therefore, a person needs to develop his/her skills and knowledge constantly due to 

persistent change in every aspects of the society. However, the beliefs and practices of teaching have 

to transform from old-way thinking first before teachers can influence students thinking and learning 

critically. With a simple click to access countless information and resources, the role of teachers as 

authoritative single provider of knowledge and skills has been challenged by readily available 

information technology. If information and resources are easily findable and accessible, we may 

wonder the necessity of teachers existence in the coming future. However, the arguable question is 

not if teachers will be replaced but what role teachers should play in helping themselves and students 

adjust to social changes. Undoubtedly, the one and only job of teachers to instill factual knowledge 

into students is not feasible anymore and is questionable in the current society. The society has 

developed a variety of roles for teachers to function and practice in the connected age. Everyone s 

expectation toward teaching and learning shifted dramatically to emphasize the impact of social and 

technological network on education. Earlier on, I was uncertain on if teachers are not content experts 

or subject experts to provide students with ultimate knowledge, will students continue to respect 

teachers or why would they listen to a person if they can find what they need by Googling? 

 I think I got my answer through defining the role of teachers in networked learning. In my opinion, 

the value of teachers is not through lecturing but through guiding and facilitating students to become 

self-directed learners. While the introduction of Information and Communication Technology (ICT) 

and other digital technologies in some higher institutions of learning has yielded positive results, the 

birth of interactive learning has called into question the acceptance of such teaching tools and the 

new roles that teachers have to play. The role of teachers has transferred to a more broad and diverse 

definition to meet the needs of learning communities. I think the way of how teachers view or interact 

with students is changing as well. In a diverse society, teachers should view each student as an 
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individual and facilitate learning based on personal interests. It’s the diversity and individualization 

that make the world unique and special. Even though it sounds difficult but it is not impossible. The 

rising question is how teachers know all kinds of knowledge and skills to teach every student with 

different talent? As a result, this is where networked learning comes into play. Lentell (2003) states 

that academics have to be knowledge experts, effective listeners and communicators as well as 

coaches, facilitators, mentors, problem solvers, designers, supporters and resource co-ordinators. As 

an effective teacher in the digital era, he/she has to know where to find relevant information, how to 

solve problems and what to keep up learning. General speaking, a teacher has to improve teaching 

methods and develop professional learning continually along with new developments. Hence, 

teachers in the 21 st century have to comprehend that change is inevitable and must accept and 

prepare for growth. Most essentially, learning from networks related to professional developments or 

personal interests put away teachers time-consuming efforts and prepare them with rationality when 

change happens. If the teacher employs digital resources judiciously, he can create a digitalized 

environment having the following effects on teaching learning process:  

BASIC EFFECTS OF DIGITALIZED ENVIRONMENT ON THE TEACHING-LEARNING 

PROCESS:  

• Has an improving effect in terms of quality of student work and practical examples through 

visualization. 

• Improves poor handwriting and languages skills through word processing. 

• Facilitates self-pacing with increased capacities to deal with individual learning styles as students can 

work at the pace and intensity suitable to their needs. 

• Enables collaborative learning with little indication of the isolated learner; Encourages use of peer 

coaching and peer reviews. 

• Develops communication skills and awareness of different audiences. Enhances information 

consistency and accuracy adding to authenticity of learning tasks, with pragmatic and advanced 

information 

• Augments learner motivation through practical activity, visual demonstrations and improved modes 

of presentation 

• Promotes independent learning and individual preferences for process, outline, method and design 

• Furnishes learners more control. 
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• Allows the learners to produce high quality multimedia products. 

• Transforms teacher practices, planning tools and assessment rubrics.  

• Boosts opportunities for classes to advance and for learner experiences to shape results. 

• Can inspire students to be committed to learning and to contribute in learning activities 

• Can develop students higher-order thinking: their ability to apply knowledge and skills to analyze 

challenging problems, grasp broader concepts, and devise new ideas and solutions. In this digital era, 

a teacher working in higher education institute has to understand difference between learning about 

and learning to be and implement the later for the effective learning outcome among the learners.  

The digital periphery can be accommodating to learner for the content exploration to work out 

lessons in a digital form and teacher’s role from technical to teaching point will be crucial. 

Teachers working in Indian higher education system have to manage the technologies and facilities 

available for effective teaching Virtual laboratories, e-learning resources from National Program on 

Technology Enhanced Learning (NPTEL) and National Mission on Education through Information 

and Communication Technology (NME-ICT), open educational resources, mobile education, etc. A 

teacher equipped with digital command can nurture critical thinking, creativity and scientific temper 

among the students to transform them into life-long learners and innovators. It’s teacher’s role to 

expose the learner to advanced level of knowledge and skills (blended learning, expert lectures, 

seminars, workshops etc. Teacher can play a pivotal role in preparing a complete repository 

comprising the details on the academic, personal and psycho-social support and guidance services 

(professional counselling/mentoring/academic advice) provided to students. Teacher ought to use e-

library resources to augment the teaching-learning process. 

TECHNOLOGY OUTSIDE CLASSROOMS & ONLINE CLASSES 

Today’s smartphones and tablet devices (iPads and such) make it relatively easy for students to bring 

digital technology with them when they leave the classroom.  Once in the field, students can use 

mobile devices—including ones they already own—to engage in learning activities.  Below are some 

examples to help you start thinking about how you might use technology outside your classroom. 
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LOCATION-SPECIFIC CONTENT 

With the right apps, students can access content that is tied to a particular location and only available 

when students visit that location. 

• Spanish instructors at the University of New Mexico use an iPhone app from the Augmented Reality 

and Interactive Storytelling (ARIS) project to send students on a fictional murder mystery through the 

Los Griegos neighborhood in Albuquerque that develops and tests their language skills.  Students 

receive location-specific clues to the mystery by typing their location into the app. 

• The Iowa City UNESCO City of Literature iPhone app provides text, audio, and video content about 

Iowa City authors based on the user’s GPS-determined location.   Instructors at the University of 

Iowa plan to have students use this app to learn more about Iowa City authors and their connections 

to particular local environments. 

• CFT director Derek Bruff incorporated QR codes in an end-of-semester “crypto hunt” in his first-year 

seminar on cryptography.  Students cracked codes and ciphers that led them to particular locations on 

campus featuring QR codes, two-dimensional bar codes that students scanned with their smart phones 

to receive additional clues in the hunt. 

• Instructors can also have students create location-specific content.  For example, students at the 

University of Northern Colorado created a scavenger hunt designed to teach other students about 

local water rights using the ARIS platform. 

DATA COLLECTION AND SHARING 

Mobile devices have a variety of mechanisms for collecting and sharing data.  Even simple “feature” 

phones can take photos and send text messages.  Students can use these devices to generate location-

specific content whether on a field trip or on their own. 

• Shaul Kelner, assistant professor of sociology and Jewish studies at Vanderbilt, taught a course titled 

“Tourism, Culture, and Place” in the spring 2011 semester.  Students in the course visited different 

tourist sites around Nashville, captured photos of these locations using their cell phones while on-site, 

and then blogged about their visits and their photos later. 
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• Margaret Rubega, associate professor of ecology and evolutionary biology at the University of 

Connecticut, requires students in her ornithology course to use the social media service Twitter to 

“tweet” about the birds they see as they go about their lives–what birds they see, where they see 

them, and any connections to course content that occur to the students.  They tag their tweets with the 

hashtag #BirdClass to make it easy for all involved to find and read each other’s tweets. 

• Lawrence University students in an introduction to environmental science course collect geotagged 

water quality data during field trips using GPS devices and tablet PCs.  Students pool their data, then 

analyze it using geospatial visualization software while still in the field.  Many such specialized data 

collection and analysis tools are developing mobile apps that run on iPhones and other smart phones. 

VIRTUAL OR ONLINE CLASSROOMS 

A virtual classroom is an online learning environment that allows teachers and students to 

communicate, interact, collaborate, explain ideas. A live virtual classroom will have a couple of 

essential elements: 

1. Video conferencing ability (so teachers and students can see each other) 

2. Audio (so participants can hear each other) 

3. Interactive online … 

One of the important considerations of choosing where to teach live classes is time zones. You have 

to think about the time zones of your teachers, your students and your admin team. 

 

 

ROLE OF TEACHER EDUCATORS IN FACILITATING THE FUTURE TEACHERS 

All those who join the teacher preparation courses are not necessarily motivated enough to become 

teachers or have come because of their priority? I becomes the responsibility of the system and the 

teacher educators to try and achieve an attitudinal transformation amongst these young boys and girls 
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who could be teaching in the system for the next four to five decades and impacting the lives of 

thousands and thousands. The teacher’s performance could also be seen in terms of technical 

effectiveness and competencies acquired for subject matter transaction that would include planning 

and developing curricular materials, classroom organization and management. The human component 

in building relationships should augment technical efforts. No teacher can escape situations in which 

conflict management techniques come to the rescue and there may be occasions when social power 

has come to play. The cultural effectiveness of the teacher should be evidenced by the manner in 

which students are motivated to develop shared goals and imbibe values, including respect for 

diversity. No teacher can ignore the value of renewal as it emanates from the continuous striving for 

learning new and more. Systems of teacher preparation have no other alternative but to wake up. It 

requires specific future oriented overhauling of institutions preparing teachers and teacher educators. 

To those who would like to become a part of establishment of new institutions one would like to say : 

 True leader is one 

Who accepts little 

But gives away in abundance. 

The first step in teacher education improvement is to be initiated at the individual level by teacher 

educators, head of teacher education and university departments. Ultimately, we have to keep in mind 

that it is unnecessary and impossible to keep up all information in everyday life but always be ready 

to share and participate. Shah (2014) rightly stated that as the teacher and the textbook get replaced 

by these digital recourses of learning, there are many attempts that try and expand the information 

scope and repertoire of the teacher, firmly believing that installing smart boards and digitally 

connecting the classrooms is the solution. However, it is obvious to anybody with their ear on the 

ground that we will need to reevaluate the role of teacher, and construct our education systems, not so 

be pale imitations of older classrooms, as we see in the rise of the massively open online courseware. 

We don t need apps and hacks for learning, or gamified platforms, though they do help, what we need 

is an introspection into role of teacher, not competing with internet but helping students learn, think, 

reflect, and implement their knowledge, as they collaborate and contribute, while learning on the 

internet. None of them can afford to remain as fence sitters. In this context, it would be worthwhile to 

recall for them and all the teacher educators, the following poem of Ralph Chaplin written after  
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World War I: 

“Mourn not the dead who in the soft earth lie 

Dust unto dust 

The coo, sweet earth who mothers all those who die 

As all men must 

Mourn not your captive comrades who must dwell in his 

Steel-bound coffin of a cell 

Buried alive 

But rather mourn the apathetic throng 

The cowed and the meek 

Who seek the world’s great anguish and its wrong 

But dare not speak. 
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